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The perspectives on ‘sustainability’ in business and consequently the type of sustainability management
companies are engaged in are shifting. Following Gerdeman (2014) some companies still initially focus on
compliance issues and due diligence resp. regulatory affairs, whereas others become more strategic about
sustainability by focusing on increasing efficiency and increasing reputation through developing business
cases based on sustainability considerations. Still other companies shift to more advanced innovative stages
by integrating sustainability into the core of the business in ways that transform the company. The shift in
sustainability management approaches is accompanied by a growing market for sustainability services,
ranging from classical strategy consultants including stakeholder management and CSR-activities to
sustainability reporting and sustainability assurance services.
The module provides a conceptual and theoretical overview on different approaches and instruments to
sustainability issues in business management and reporting in general. It is not intended as a technical module
to train students in the application of different instruments in sustainability management and reporting, but
rather to understand the main driving forces underlying the shifts in sustainability management and reporting,
as well as in sustainability services. This will be accomplished through a combination of interactive (‘Socratic’)
lectures, intensive readings, case studies from different industries as well as short research assignments.
Learning goals and qualifications:
In this module students learn to:
•
•
•

Identify the main approaches of sustainability management and reporting in companies and their
distinctive characteristics (1, 2);
Understand the shifts and their underlying dynamics in approaches to sustainability management
and reporting (2);
Apply basic skills of research to relevant case studies (3, 6).

Classification of cognitive skills following Bloom (1956):
1 = Knowledge: recalling facts, terms, basic concepts and answers; 2 = Comprehension: understanding something; 3
= Application: using a general concept to solve problems in a particular situation; 4 = Analysis: breaking something

Core readings:
A list of relevant texts will be made available at the start of the course; obligatory readings (and part of the
voluntary readings) will be made available online in electronic form.
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